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ABSTRACT
The alumni web portal is develop in order to give the opportunity for the alumni
to communicate with each other much more easily. However, that is not the only things it
can do. The portal will also create more opportunity in knowledge gaining, career
opportunity and this portal open more communication network within the boundaries.
The literature review indicates analysis and result based on three main issues that
is the definition for the project, the industrial point of view and the review from the past
project. These analyses help to provide more idea and knowledge to ensure the project
will be better within its usability and functionality.
Waterfall Model had been chose as the method in developing the portal. This is
because the method is easy to understand and globally use by the professional in
developing a project. Factsfinding will alsobe constructed as information is the greatest
resources and this will help when analysisand comparison is being conducted.
For the basic findings, based on the analysis that had been done, normal features
or functionality that is usually use is being identified. From the analysis based on the
journal and the web portal itself, a few elements will be prioritized in order to
differentiate the project better than any other current website.
Hopefully, the project will be a good prospect for the institution and hopefully the
alumni can make a full use of the project when it is done.
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Chapter 1explains the fundamental information of the project, which consists of
background of study, problem statement, objective and scope ofthe project. Abrief
explanation ofUTP Alumni Web Portal also included in this section.
1.1 Background of Study
Nowadays, alumni student were having difficulties in communicating with each other.
Although the world had improved a lot in communication technology, cost had played a
main issue on selecting a communication device. The best way to stay connected is by
having an alumni web portal. This will not only help alumni to keep in touch but it also
offers several opportunities such as:
> Communication Opportunity
The alumni web portal will allow alumni to communicate by providing a message
center and forum columnthat will allow alumni to break news from each other and to
discuss anything that matters.
> Knowledge Opportunity
By looking this opportunity inthe future, a lot ofUTP graduate student will become a
professional or specialized on their field. This will be a great opportunity for a new
graduate student or any other people to gain more knowledge on what ever field that
they want to asthey can justrefer to thesenior alumni members.
> Career Opportunity
This alumni web portal will be a good place to recruit new worker when there are a
career opportunity from the industries. Senior Alumni can help more UTP newer
graduate student to get a job in the future if they are still connected and communicate
with each other. For this purpose, the web portal will bring a big help.
> Gathering / Ceremony Organizing Opportunity
What had happen in the past will remain be as memory. However, this alumni web
portal will be a great place to organize some gathering or any formal ceremony in
order to create a new memory and to help to remind an old memory.
> New Friends
As this alumni web portal will be open to guest to surf, this will be a great
opportunity for the graduate studentto get new friends from all aroundthe world.
1.2 Problem Statement
The purpose of the project is to connect alumni with each other. As the way it is, the
product produce from this project will not be referred as a problem solving method.
However, with this project, it will introduce more opportunity to the alumni such as
communication opportunity, career opportunity, knowledge opportunity and many others.
1.2.1 Problem Identification
The main priority for the project is to ensure that the functionality of the portal will
enhanced user and help them to connect and communicate with each other and with the
institution as well. The functionality of the portal will provide them with the opportunity
like been told earlier. Implementation of the portal will also help to increase the
interaction between the alumni and the institution.
1.2.1 Significant of the project
Hopefully, this project will help to enhance the effectiveness and help to optimize the
objective and purpose of Alumni Web Portal implementation. It also hoped that users can
make a full use of what had been provided. The significant of this project will be that it
will open more communication networking between the graduate student and others.
1.3 Objectives
The project will accomplish based on two major activities that is research phase and
product design phase. This means the final product will conclude the overall research
report and the UTP Alumni Web Portal itself. The objectives of the alumni web portal
development are:
1. To enable alumni members to easily communicate with each other and to stay in
touch although they have lead their own personnel life.
2. To develop a portal that acts as the medium between the alumni and the
institution.
3. To open up more opportunity for alumni including career opportunity, knowledge
gaining and gathering organizing.
1.4 Scope of Study
The scope of the study is to focus on functionality of the portal whereby to ensure that
alumni members can keep in touch with each others and stay connected with UTP
academic institution. In addition, the study will also focus on communication method for
web portal that will help alumni to communicate easier within the portal itself.
1.4.1 The Relevancy of the Project
In United States, usually alumni web is being prepared by the institution administration.
For institution that doesn't provide their alumni with web portal/site, at least they will
provide them with newsletter to inform regarding on outgoing activities from alumni
members or the institution itself. In Malaysian culture, alumni and institution are not
connected like they are both from two different categories. By providing alumni with a
web portal, it will help them stay connected and this symbiosis relation will give
advantage for both parties; the institution and the alumni community.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Literature review indicates the review from the professional by journal and article. For
this session, the report will review on the definition of the alumni web portal, the
professional point of view and analysis on the previous work.
2.1 Definition
James P. Frazee sited that a campus portal definition will include two main characteristic.
Firstly, the portal should serves as a central gateway to the university database system,
resources and web supported courses using a single user name and password. Next, the
portal should let user customize their own interface to meet their needs, news or other
services.
The challenge in developing a campus portal is to get through the central gateway of the
university database resource and developing a dynamic characteristic in order to give an
opportunity to the user to customize their own content of the site. As the portal offers a
lot of service such as forum column and news breaking, and as the site is free of charge,
this will be a great opportunity for the user to make their site be visited more often.
2.2 General Aspects of Alumni Web Portal
Generally, alumni web portal is a diversity combination of culture, intellectual activities
and multiracial society. This is where an IT professional will be facing more challenging
and rewarding task of projecting this multi - faceted society to the even more diverse
Internet community whereby this community will expects more from the campus portal
such as:
> Minimal click access to thousand of pages facilitated by a quality search engine
> Collection of information for particular communities (alumni, visitors,
prospective students)
> Attention to individual needs.
An alumni web portal can also be a customized Web site that provides an extensive
variety of online content and services accessible through one screen to the alumni, like a
picture-in-picture TV that includes a Web-based e-mail and calendar. The portal
integrates online services such as ISIS and other resources, and can be customized to
your own needs and preferences, accessible from anywhere through the Internet.
The portal also provide user to create a customized online workspace that includes:
• e-mail,
• a calendar integrated with your class schedule,
• automatically formed discussion groups with others in your class or department,
• news pages,
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Webmaster will be responsible to apply the design interface and navigational pathway for
the portal. Aware that the same look and links will not be appropriate for the many
disparate and independently developed campus websites, aware that any effort to
mandate design characteristics and elements will be met, the team must lead by example
and suggestion. Alumni members should be given a freedom to issue their own messages.
This is a good harmonic diversity as the alumni can accommodates and influences levels
of difference within the website that complement the alumni web portal.
2.2.1 Appropriateness to the academic enterprise
Alumni portal should supports intellectual and cultural diversity within the academic
enterprise. This approach, however should not limit the need for centralized and
cooperative control of the portals whereby the alumni will be given the freedom to post
message. University administrator and communications officers have a reasonable
expectation that the alumni portal should be used as a tool to send a sound, positive and
complete message to their members. Harmonic diversity acknowledges the strength of
difference which enhances the alumni message and the institution.
2.3 Industrial Point Of View
Generally, the purpose on conducting research on industrial point of view is to
understand the applicability of the project to the industry. This includes to identify how
the industrial opinion is and to ensure that the project is needed in industry.
2.3.1 Overall Design Philosophy
Albert DeSimone Jr. has quoted that the Georgia Web Group provide a set of guidelines
for webmasters at the university known as the Seven C's of WebService Design. These
guidelines emphasize content and comprehensiveness, as well as sensitivity to portal
visitors and their comments.
2.3.2 Content
Albert De Simone Jr. finds that the content for an alumni web portal should be more on
the community and not organization. He also finds that campus webmasters often find it
natural to create a link to the university's primary page. However, it is often less natural
to create links to secondary pages, even though such links can support and strengthen the
institutional message and eliminate duplication of effort. Comprehensive student, public
service, visitor, alumni, and similar community-based pages unencumbered by internal
organizational structure encourage a deeper level ofcross-linking. Also, a wider group of
campus webmasters are more likely to have a stronger identity to community-based
pages. This identity creates a reciprocal relationship, influencing webmasters to share
links and content to complement the secondary pages.
2.3.3 Concentric Process
Referring to Georgia's University Alumni homepage for 1999, a redesign began with an
analysis of comments and questions from portal visitors. A questionnaire had been
conducted and based on the answer and feedback from user, an analysis had been made.
This, coupled with supporting statistics for all visitors over a period of time, prompted the
redesign.
Albert DeSimone Jr. also quoted that reaching consensus on such a change is an iterative
process requiring input from three different, and increasingly broader, groups:
1. The formal webmaster team.
At the University of Georgia, this is the Georgia Web Group. An initial design to
which the group should not be strongly attached is created. Analysis has shown that
acceptance of a new design "as is" by the next broadest group is unlikely.
2. The campus webmasters group.
This communication is effected through an e-mail discussion group. Suggestions are
made for change, reviewed by the webmaster team, and subsequent designs are
offered to the campus webmasters group until an acceptable degree of consensus is
reached.
3. Visitors.
Off-campus individuals (a sample of about 30) who have sent mail to the Georgia
Web Group are requested to review and comment on the page. If significant changes
are made by the webmaster team, the campus webmasters group is invited to review
the page. The final new design is linked to from the current homepage with a request
for comments from all visitors. Again, significant changes are brought to the attention
of the campus webmasters group.
2.3.4 Hierarchy of Alumni Needs
To ensure the involvement of alumni their self, it is important to understand their needs
Michael V. Geary had sited that there are basically five basic needs to get alumni getting
involves that are:
1) Family (significant other, kids, relatives)
2) Job or profession
3) Religion
4) Local community activities
5) Personal leisure
Family plays the first priorities in getting alumni involve. This is the basic psychology of
people whereby family support will help the overall process in getting involves. This
includes the desire to introduce your family to the committee member, the desire for
family to meets your friends or best friend and any related matters.
Job or profession placed number two in hierarchy of alumni needs. This is because, in
alumni, a networkhad been set up to relate a person to another, a business to anotherand
many others. This will help to get alumni involves in any related events.
For religion, local community activities and personal leisure,MichaelV. Gearyhad quote
alumni basic interest in getting their involvement that are;
• A desire to continue friendships in school
• An interest in the status of the chapter
• An interest in the institution
• A desire to see and visit fraternity/sorority friends on special occasions
• A willingness to actively serve the fraternity within certain conditions
2.4 Previous Work Preview
James P. Frazee had also quoted that alumni web portal has become a great resource for
helping graduates stay in touchwith each other as well as with the school. By looking at
the same opportunity, the alumni web site is a great medium to stay in touch with each
other as well as the intuition. It will also provide officer and Reunion committee contacts,
reach lost or previously uninvolved alumni, and give you a forum to post messages,
photos and it's for free.
Alumni portal site needs to be self-service. Dailey reports that Lanphier alumni page have
been widely accepted because users can update the information on various aspect such as
reunion information, check list of alumni and news from alumni and institution (2001).
Guest and visitors is always welcome to visit the site. In addition, user can always update
their personal information, send and receive news, read and submit anecdotes from the
intuition and the portal will also considered as the best place to break latest news when
the colleagues are getting married or die.
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People can also organize any gathering or ceremony by inviting their old friends and
colleagues to the occasion. Intuition can also take this opportunity to hold a formal
ceremony to gather all the past-graduate students in one place at one time. Sean Dailey
had also quoted that the alumni web portal can link to a page for other classes and page
listing notable alumni is being provided. This is due that the alumni page lets visitor links
to information on any class activities and any other links.
Most probably, alumni web site is not only for the student but outsider will also allowed
to explore and read the class activities with the attachment of a visitor/guest link. This
will help to open more communication network between the graduate student, outsider
and the intuition itself. This will also open comment from various user that are from the
graduate student, outsider and intuition whereby this will help to give more idea on
improving the alumni web portal in many point of view.
Sean Dailey had also sited that he include a lot of nostalgia by including a photo of
activities that have been done during their study. The portal is the best place to share your
best memory during your study in the intuition and user can include nostalgic photo to be
downloaded by their colleagues. Latest photo from the user will also help to create more
clear visual on how they look like for the time being (as people will barely see each other
for a long time). This will also be the best place to place any latest gathering or
ceremony picture to be viewed by other user and they can download the picture for their
own collection from the site.
As the past graduate student will become a professional in their field, this will be a good
opportunity for the intuition to organize funding in any matters. This will help to decrease
the financial burden for the intuition in order to increase the technology and improving
the student facilities and this will always go on for future generations.
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2.4.1 Analysis on Berkeley University Of California alumni web portal
The University of California at Berkeley alumni web portal was developed from various
individual schools such as the business school, college of engineering, law school and
etc. In addition, this various schools had developed their own alumni database and had
maintained their own individual alumni programs that are separate from Berkeley's
overall alumni development effort.
Looking at the same difficulties for UTP alumni, we are having a different situation
whereby the alumni were developed from individual batch or year of studies. In addition,
the psychology factor that affects the UTP alumni is the involvement of their batch in the
committee or the event itself.
The Berkeley University also sited that eAlumni had already been in discussions with
some of the various colleges within Berkeley and was the favored choice to undertake the
university's overall project, but as with any public university, the final decision had to be
made on a fair basis using very specific criteria. Berkeley set about creating a list of
stringent pre-requisites that would have to be met in order for eAlumni (or any other
portal provider) to be selectedas Berkeley's solutionproviderof choice. These included:
• Demonstrated economic viability as a company;
• A complete solution that would meet the requirements of Berkeley and all of its
constituent colleges;
• A comprehensive suite of products that included all the different kinds of online
service products that Berkeley would required;
• The ability to provide strong customer support throughout all phases of the
implementation process;
• The capability to host the alumni portal's operating environment with its own
servers;
• A proven and successful data integration process;
• Solutions that are demonstrated to be highly-scalable; and
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• The ability to support the custom needs of separate colleges within the university.
The Berkeley University quote that in order to ensure that the project got off to a good
start, eAlumni met with representatives from each school to identify its own specific
alumni needs and to discuss the benefits of the products and services they would be
providing. This collaborative effort offered a tremendous boost to the university in terms
of helping secure funding and support for the project. By spreading Berkeley's visionary
plans, eAlumni helped to target and garner backing from all of the communities involved
in obtaining the goal of a cohesive online community.
The Berkeley University alumni web portal also implementing the eAlumni's
Community Building Module, which will include links to such features as an online
alumni directory, the Berkeley volunteer connection, and an online career center. Other
functionality is listed as below:
• Bulletin boards for ongoing discussions, including public, private and moderated
boards;
• Permanent and temporary chat rooms, allowing alumni around the country to
engage in discussions with administrative leaders, professors and others;
• Permanent email forwarding; and
• Web-based email
2.4.2 Analysis on Northwestern University Of Evanston alumni web portal
Elizabeth Smith, Northwestern University's associate director of marketing and
communications had sited that in April 2001, Northwestern's service provider notified the
school that another company acquired the ISP and was abandoning the higher education
market. The university had less than three months to migrate its alumni portal and alumni
e-mail system to another service provider. Given the tight deadline and the possibility of
losing the alumni portal, Northwestern turned to alumni for help.
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ElizabethSmithalso sited that eAlumniwas the only companythey confidently felt could
pull off the migration in the limited amount of time they were working with. They were
also the only ones that offered to customize their package of services to meet their needs.
Getting Down to Workln late April, Northwestern and eAlumni began developing
strategies for migrating users from the old Web-based e-mail system to a new e-mail
forwarding system in less than two months. Though the migration was difficult and
challenging, working as a team eAlumni and Northwestern completed the migration by
mid-May.
EAlumni's goal of building a long-lasting relationship with Northwestern seems to be
paying off as a result of the team effort. Future implementation plans for Northwestern
include alumni chat rooms, the addition of bulletin boards and ListServs supporting
various alumni organizations, and a career mentoring module that connects established
graduates with students and young professionals seeking jobs and information.
Northwestern also plans to redesign its alumni pages to support the university's branding
initiatives.
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2.4.3 Analysis on Portal Vendor - Web Portal Development
Primary Focus
The primary focus for the portal vendor in developing such portal is to ensure that their
product meets the user demand and requirement. For a portal that involve student, it is
important to ensure that the portal developed is tally with the changes and expansion of IT
technology. This includes a service that can be accessed almost every time and web tools to
increase interaction between users. Applied to the same problem in alumni web portal, this
will lead to virtual life whereby alumni expect commumcationlike during their student life but
element differentiation is the communication is based on the internet boundary or web portal.
Role based selectivity gives the administrator a total control over user access, authoring and
publishing rights. This wills suite the robust online tools and services that improves
communication and enhances a new trend ofcommunication for the user.
Server
For a big portal developer such as CampusCruiser, they have their own server where
remotely hosted at one of Exodus Communications Internet Data Centers (IDC) whereby
IDC is one of the leading provider of complex internet hosting for enterprises. As for the
UTP alumni web portal itself, it is not necessary to have such kind of communication
Internet Data Centers and it's necessary to remote from the administration office of the
University itself.
Staff Task
In dividing the staff task, the portal vendor will first ask the institution to select their own
system administration to complete a simple implementation. This will help the portal to
be up and running within a few weeks. They also conduct questionnaire that help to
provides them with the client contact information and technical specifications necessary
for data and e-mail compatibility. A campus-wide team is recommended to support
planning and decision making for system utilization. Once it has been confirmed that the
data is complete and successful, an administration pilot test will take place.
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The user interface developed by the vendor is so easy to use only very basic computer
skills are required. The vendors Marketing Department can provide all necessary support
materials such as Quick Reference Guides for end users and promotional materials to
help client announce the rollout and promotion.
Corporate Partner
The portal vendor has very strict advertising policies whereby they do not accept
advertising from entities promoting pornography, alcohol, tobacco, gambling, guns,
weapons and violence. The advertising of a political or religious nature will also be
restricted from advertising as they applied professionalism in their work ethics.
Fee Structure
CampusCruiser' fee structure currently offers an advertisement model that is available
free ofcharge. A subscription-basedmodel is under consideration.
Portal Customization
For the portal that they develop, it is unique as they only build commumcation platform
and the client will drive the content. It can also be customized to support the client's
brand. In addition, the "My Cruiser" page allows for individual customization.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY AND PROJECT WORK
3. METHODOLOGY AND PROJECT WORK
The project will required Waterfall model to be develop. This is because the Waterfall
Model contains 5 basic phases that be a guide in developing the web portal for both
software and hardware. Technically, this model is the most basic structure in developing
the project. It is choose as the method to be used as the model is globally known and the
structure is suitable in developing a web portal.
3.1 Introduction
This Waterfall model methodology establishes procedures, practices, and guidelines
governing the initiation, concept development, planning, requirements analysis,
specification, design, development, integration and test, implementation, and operations,
maintenance and disposition of information systems (IS) within the Alumni Web Portal.
3.1.1 Scope
This methodology should be used for all alumni web portal information systems and
applications. It is applicable across all information technology (IT) environments (e.g.,
mainframe, client, design,) and applies to contractually develop as well as in-house
developed applications. The specific participants in the life cycle process, and the
necessary reviews and approvals, vary from project to project.
3.1.2 Advantage Of Using Waterfall Model
There are a lot of advantage can be point out in implementing Waterfall model
methodology to the project. The specific advantage expected will include:
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> Help to reduce the risk ofproject failure
> Help to identify technical and management issues earlier.
> Can disclose all life cycle costs to guide decision making process
> Provide information to better balance programming, managing, costing and every
aspect of proposed project development or modification.
> Progress and status of the project can be measure easily.
> Support effective resource management and costing.
3.1.3 Applicability
This methodology can be applied in the alumni web portal development where all the
phases included in the methodology generally is suitable for a web portal development
and implementation.
3.2 Waterfall Model Phase
Basically, Waterfall Model includes five phases during which defined IT work products
are created or modified. The tasks and work products for each phase are described in
subsequent chapters. Not every project will require that the phases be sequentially
executed. However, the phases are interdependent. Depending upon the size and
complexity of the project, phases may be combined or may overlap.
3.2.1 Requirement Analysis
Here is where the strategy is being plan. Brian Tracy once quote that "Failure to plan
means planning to fail" .The concept on this phase will describe how the portal will
operate and how the system will impact the alumni members and the university. This is
also to ensure that the portal will be finished on-time within the cost budget, project
resources, task review and tools identified. Research will be constructed more often in
order to make the project better than any current portal with the same purpose.
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The major task in the requirement phase is conducting functional user requirement
analysis and feasibility study. This entire requirement will need to be measure, test and
relate to the opportunity identified in the initiation phase.
3.2.2 Specification Phase
For the specification phase, all the activity done in the requirement phase will be
produced in detail. This phase will also clearly define the project functionality and
usability. Frank Ritter quoted that usability study is very important because this is one of
the determiners of how well a Web site accomplishes its goals.
3.2.3 Design
Duringthis phase, the characteristic based on the user requirement analysiswill be design
physically. This will includethe development of operatingenvironment, major subsystem
and their output and input. In addition, the physical characteristic of the system will be
specified and the detailed design will be prepared. Subsystem that had been developed
will be used to create more detailed structure of the system and each subsystem will be
divided into one or more design modules.
3.2.4 Implementation
In this phase, the detailed specification during the design phase will be translated into
products which are the alumni web portal. The product will then be tested, integrated and
tested. The product will be presented to the evaluator to ensure that the product meet the
specification that had been defined in the user requirement analysis. The product will
then been modified according to the evaluator suggestion and recommendation and the
phase will end after the system had been tested and accepted by the end user. This phase
will continueuntil the systemis operating according to the defineduser requirement.
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3.2.5 Integration and System Testing Phase
In the integration and system testing phase, all the program units are integrated
and tested. This is done to ensure that the complete system meets the project
requirements. The project will then be delivered to the customer to get user
feedback and comments from end user.
3.2.6 Maintenance
The phase will continue accordingly to the user requirement, and needed system
modifications are incorporated. Operations will be continued as long as the system can be
effectively adapted to respond to the end user needs. When modifications or changes are
identified as necessary, the will be reenter the planning phase.
Waterfall Model









Figure 3.1 : Schematic illustrating waterfall model
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3.3 Requirement and Specification Phase
This project progress is based on the student proposed timeline that has described earlier
in the project Gantt chart. That must to follow certain stages in the project development
life cycle based on the selectedhybrid methodology which are requirement, specification,
design, implementation and integration stages. Besides these four stages, there are also
other stages in the project development life cycle such as testing and costing which
student has to consider in completing the project.
3.3.1. Preliminary Study
During the preliminary study phase, a lot of research had been done to collect data and
fact. Basically, the research was being constructed on four basic tools that is internet
surfing, journal, magazines and books. The main idea on the research is to identify the
scope of study that can be collected from the books and internet surfing. Journals and
magazines help to identify the spec and characteristic for the project itself. This data will
be a big help in analyzing phasewhereby analysis on the information and the fact will be
done in order to ensure that the progress that had been made is within the project scope of
study.
The preliminary study also will discuss on the project generally that is Alumni Web
Portal development. The project will also give an overview on definition of Alumni Web
Portal whereby the analysis is more focused on the advantages of having the Alumni Web
Portal to the community, university and to the alumni their self. Further analysis will be
done as guidance for the result and discussion where the analysis will help to give more
idea from the previous work that had been done and the industrial point of view regarding
the matter.
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3.3.2 User Requirement Phase
There are many methods that can be used in order to accomplish the user requirement
analysis phase. For this purpose, a questionnaires and interviews had been conducted
whereby 18 graduate students and 15 undergraduate students had been participate in the
question and answer session. For this purpose, 33 copies of question set had been
distributed. The major purposeof the questionnaire session is to identifythe functionality
of the portaland to givea general ideaon designphasewithinthe enduserpointof view.
A study on the previous work had also been conducted. For this purpose, analysis had
been done to Berkeley University and Northwestern University alumni web portal. There
are many things that can been learned from others previous work and the best part is on
how improvement can be applied to the portal development. The final outcome of this
project analysis phase would be the completion of system requirement documentation
which detailed about the problem analysis, requirement analysis and specification.
3.3.3 Feasibility Study
Feasibility study is one of the important aspects in this project. By studying feasibility,
three importantconstraintcan be identify in developing the project that is time, scope and
cost. On determining the time constraint for this project, Gantt chart had been used as the
tool to schedule and planning the task within the time period. As the time constraint is
being fixed, it will help to finish the project by following the schedule of task that had
been set.
In studying the scope of the project, the scope of study had been determined earlier in the
preliminary phase. This will help to guide through in completing every task and objective
for the project within the project scope area. This means that every task constructed
should be related to the Alumni Web Portal development with the help of a supervisor in
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determining the task and scope of the project. Scope of the projecthas been determined
earlier at the preliminary phase.
Cost is considered as own cost where the project will used own money to overcome cost
occurred during the progressof the project. From the feasibility study, it will the feasible
of the project can be determine such as how to manage time which has given, the scope
regarding project research and system development and cost that will occurred and how
to manage it.
3.3.4 Questionnaires and Interviews
Basically, the questionnaires had been divided into 4 sub section, A - D (Please refer the
appendix). Section A will cover the general aspect such as the participants of the phase,
level of their knowledge (regarding the portal itself) and the priority between function of
the web portal and interactivity of designing the web. The rational factor in conducting
this section is to identifythe participants between the graduate and undergraduate student
and their knowledge about web portal itself. This is to ensure that the participants get a
clear view for this project and to identify the priority between the functionality and
design interactivity from their point of view.
Section B will cover the question regarding the functionality of the web portal itself. As
the participants is also the end user for the project, this section will help to specific the
scope and to give the developera generalview on the functionality of the portal. This is a
long term strategywhereby if the portal function meets the end user expectation, this will
help to attract more alumni to the portal itself. This section will also discuss on the
registration issue, the service and the features that the end user expected from the portal
and the link that they would like to be added to the portal.
Section C will cover the design from the end user point of view. Generally, three aspects
are being categorized for the portal design that is the formality of the design, the
interactivity ofthe design and the design navigation. The answer from this section will be
a guideline for the developer to design the interface, layout and finally overall design of
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the portal itself. The rational of the section is that to ensure that the portal can be
specifically being design within the end user expectation and to attract more alumni to
participate in the future.
Finally section D will discover the help desk for the portal itself. The section will cover
on rules and guidelines that should be considered to ensure that alumni who participate in
the portal can join any activity without any harassments or abuse from other user.
Guidelines will help to guide less literature alumni and visitors in using the service that
had been provided.
3.3.5 Analysis on Previous Work
Alumni web portal is not a new service in town. Many schools, university and
organization had use alumni webportalto connect withold friends andteachers. Analysis
had been done simultaneously by comparing several web portals to have a clear view
regarding on the objective of the development and several attraction that they had to
ensure the participation ofthe alumni itself.
Basically, two aspects had been analyze from the study on other alumni web sites that is
their functionality and their design. By studying their functionality, this will help to
identify the functionality that generally exist in other portal that can be applied and be
improve duringthe portal development. As for the design, this will give a general idea on
the layout and interface whereby it can help to identify tools and overall design that can
be used to make the portal more interactive
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Comparison from other website
> AACS alumni Association
Address: www.aacsaiumni.com
Interface: Linear presentation whereby the web only content a page divided into three
borders. First border were place at the top and it contain the association's logo. The
second and third borders were divided left and right at the bottom where the second
border contains links to other sites while the third border contains notes and important
news.
Content: Touch overall aspect as they include the joining guideline, list of alumni email
address, alumni book, visitor's center and many more.
Interactivity: Less interactive as it is too linear and lack ofactivities for the user.
'3 AACS Alumni Association Microsoft Inlernel Explorer mmm
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Comprisedof over 2,606 members (Communications/Information, Air Traffic
Controllers &Support personnel) who served in or are serving in.any of the
fancying Air Force Organizations:
• Army Airways Communications System
» Army Airways Communications SystemWing
• Air Communications Service
• Airways and Air Communications Service
• Air Force Communications Service
• Air Force Communications Command
• Air Force Comand, Control, Communications & Computer Agency
• Air Force Communications Agency
• Air Force Flight Standards Agency
• Approximately35% are Communicators, 35% are Air Traffic
Controllers, and 30% are Commanders, Maintenance, Admmstrative
and other MOS/AFSC's that were assigned to communications units.




Figure 3.2 : AACS Alumni Website
> Binghamton Alumni
Address: http://alumni.binghamton.edu/
Interface: Same as AACS alumni Association, the Binghamton Alumni's page also were
divided into three borders. The header contains the University logo with attachment of
main link of the site. The second and third borders were divided left and right at the
bottom where the second border contains links within the page while the third border
contains notes and important news.
Content: The content is richer compared to AACS alumni Association. Basically, the
page contains 4 main link that is Binghamton University links, search link, contact info
links and Alumni home link.
Interactivity: More interactive where it uses a lot of tools. The page is more academic
type and it have a databaselink to enableuser to search for the alumni.
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Figure 3.3 : Binghamton alumni website
3.4 Design Phase
For the design phase, two main things will be design that is the interface design and the
layout design. For this purpose, a story board had been develop to give the general idea
on how the layout design will be looks like and some interface had been design by using
adobe Photoshop software. Design phase will include interface designing.
The project phase is the most important phase in project development where if the project
design failed, the other phases in the project development cannot be continued. Student
must keep alert in this phase and the outcome from this phase, design and requirement
review will be used in the development phase later.
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3.4.1 Layout Design
The end user will affect the design and the content for the portal. If the target user is
educator, the portalpresentationwill be differentfrom presentation where the children
are the target user. As the target user is elementary level students, it is more suitablefor
the web activity to be diverse in one page.
In the layout design phase, the interface that had been sketch will be inserted into the
story board ofthe alumniweb portal. For this purpose, the layout will be divided into two
majorcategories that are the user story boardand the administrator storyboard. This two
categories will play a different set of story board where basically all the fimction that
occurs in the user story board will also been included in the administrator story board.
However, the administrator will have more fimction that didn't been included for the user
story board. From the story board to the real product or portal, the development of the
portal will be much easier.
3.4.2 Interface Design
For the interface design, a sketch had been done by using adobe Photoshop software. The
design will include the design of the header, footer and overall interface itself. The
interface design will then be inserted into the story board for the use of the layout design.
The outcome from the interface analysis will help in designing the interface for the
portal. Analysis on other web will also help to increase the creativeness of the interface
design whereby the idea from the professional art of work from other web sites and
portals will be implement in developing the interface design.
3.4.3 Story Boarding
Michel Fortin quote that there are two possible approaches in designing web storyboard.
One is called the "top-down" approach where a box or note is placed at the very top that
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usually representing the index, splash or home page, and others are subsequently placed
below it for the rest of the site. In the end, the storyboard looks something like a pyramid;
the deeper a user goes into a site the more content and choices one will be given.
The second technique is called the "build-up" approach where the web designer can start
from the content and user outcomes and bring it to the bottom. Multiple boxes are placed
on the storyboard whereby each one defining a specific idea or purpose.
For UTP alumni web portal, the build up approach had been used. In the beginning of the
design phase, a story board had been created whereby every idea that available to be use
in the portal activitywill be pointed out by the story board. As a starter, every conceptof
activityhad been listed and writes on a differentpiece of paper. Thesepapers will then be
physically arranged until the structure ofthe portal was created.
Michael Fortan also quote that key questions should be ask (and ask often), with each and
every paper in the storyboard that are:
• "What do I want my visitors to know here?"
• "What do I want my visitors to do at this point?"
• "What do I want my visitors to feel right now?"
• And, "Where do I want my visitors to go next?"
As the key question had be asked often, a general perspective can be identified and
created based on the user point ofview. This is to ensure that all the information that the
user or visitor should get from the page will be get and to ensure that user or visitor know
where they are and guide them on what to do next.
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Figure 3.4 : Example of story boarding
3.4.4 Navigational Tools
A navigation tools within the portalactivity had beenplanned carefully. This include on
howpeople willnavigate through the portal. Every page will be linkto themain menu
page. As forthe forum or discussion board, every topic willhave nextbutton to make
easier to surf aroundthe activity. This is also an importantelement for the portal
navigation as it helps to make theportal more users friendly and easier to use. In addition,
a navigation tools hadbeenplan on howvisitors or alumni members will advance to the
nextpageor return to the previous one.A graphical navigation had beendesign by using
Adobe Photoshop software. As graphic is used as a navigational button, an alternative
text had been included for navigating.
3.4.5 Visual Presentation
Althoughcontent is more importantthat design interface,visual presentationof the portal
plays an importantrole too. In order to increasethe visual presentation or to make it more
attractive, several points had been point out that is:
> Graphics
Thumbnail imagewill be use for a graphicthat is larger than two inch squareor three
inch rectangle. Color paletteof the imagewill be reducedto the lowest as possible.
This is to ensurequick download of the portal. Same graphicsuch as logo will be use
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as often as possible. This is because, repetitive image only had to be download once.
If a lot of different graphicand image is used in a page, this will slowthe download
time for the portal. This will decrease visitors and alumnimembers intentionto visit
the portal as it will take a lot of time to download the page.
> Background
Pagebackground willnot be left empty. Although white was selected as the
background colorbut blurry image will help as the background image for the portal.
> Font
Tallywith the background color, dark text will be used to contrastthe light
background that had been selected. This is to ensure that every text is readable. In
addition, font size will vary to the body text and the heady tags will vary to the header
and sub header size.
> Credit
Credit will be given to the graphical artist (if it is not originally made).
To increase credibility to the portal, sonic ujubnuatiOii win be mciuucci. Tins win luCiuuc
information on when was the portal last updated and links were checked and the name of
the host portal.
3.4.6 sySiCiu. Ar£iiiiC£siii§ii~£
For this purpose, system flow diagram had been design. Basically, the system
architecture will consist on two parts that is user parts and administrator parts. For the
user parts, the architecture indicates on how the system works from the beginning to the
end. As for the administrator system architecture, this will tell on how the portal












































Of course you will need a personal computer to get connected to the
internet to be able to view develop the portal.
3.5.2 Web Server (Apache)
The web server that will be used is Apache. It was selected because of its
stability, efficiency moreover it is a freeware.
3.5.3 MySQL
It is an open source software that used for database management. It
manages data transaction between user and application. It provides user
friendly interface and using the Structured Query Language (SQL)
3.5.4 Macromedia Dreamweaver
It's a web page/application autlioring tools wliich used to design for the
platforms page of the WBT.
3.5.5 Adobe Photoshop CS
This graphics authoring tools is used for designing user interface of the e-
learning and for some graphics editing.
3.5.6 Macromedia Flash MX
It will be used as animation designer to design animation in the alumni




4.1 Diagram And Technical Data


























































































































































4.2 RESEARCH RESULT AND DISCUSSION
From the research and analysis that have been made, common features had been
identified for the alumni web portal. This analysis had been made bydoing same analysis
from several alumni web sites from various universities and school.
Based on analysis from the precious work, normal features and services had been
identified. This will include :
> Date of your upcoming Reunion andanyclass-specific event information.
Usually, this is the common thing that they have in aiumni web portal. Any news
such as date for the upcoming reunion is being discussed and post by the webmaster
or any community member for the sites. In fact, seems like every alumni web portal
have the same objective or purpose that is to gather their past graduate student to
attend specialoccasion or to gather their self.
> E-mail links for the site Webmaster and Alumni Relations
It seems that a Webmaster or community member for the portal has a big
responsibility in order to ensure the efficiency of the web. In other to ensure that the
user and the webmaster or community members communicate well with each other,
an email or any links is always been provided. This will also ensure that the portal
will always been improved with the help of upcoming ideas from the user.
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> List of class officers and the Reunion planning committee, with e-mail links
and/or phone numbers toencourage visitors to provide feedback and get involved.
This is also one of an important feature that should be considered in order to develop
a good alumni web portal Selecting officers and reunion planning committee would
be tough but in order to get organize, every class or batch should have their own
officer and community member and this officer will be listed to acknowledge their
class member. There are many ways to get connected for this and for example,
including email links and phone number is one way to encourage class members to
get involve.
> Link to the main Reunion and Class Information page and AlumServ's main page.
To get connected, every class information page and reunion page will be link through
the main page and this main page will act as the official portal for the past graduate
student. By this, every portal will get more organize and this will ensure that the
portal will be workingeffectively.
> For Reunion year classes, a "Who's Coming" list and e-mail address to which
visitors can send additional names, and updated information about class-specific
events.
Usually, the list of pastgraduate student who intend to attend the reunion year classes
will be provided and usercanalso give feedback in the sites either theyare coming or
not. This will make the class officer works easier to do the reservation and stuff. This
will also ensure that every reunion that will be organized will work fluently without
any problem.
> Link to any change ofaddress
This link will indicates information about the user for instance you can update your
information such as latest address, latest status (in order if you have married
recently), new job and any related imoimatiOii aoout tire user.
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> Link to the class notes submission
This link will indicates the sender names, email, major, degree, class year, and elass
notes contribution that will share your latest news in your life with other members of
the portal and your classmates.
> Link to the lost reunion alumni lists for each appropriate class year.
This link is occasionally provided in order to keep in track on those who had really
lost in track with the class member. This will make it easier to search and gather all
die people who are still not register for tireportal.
> Photos from past reunions or any occasion and a gucstbook or message area,
where visitors can leave greetings or post ideas
This portal will allow the user to post photos, message and guestbook will be
provided for people to leave greetings and give any idea for the portal improvement.
This will increase user involvement towards the portal and the community itself.
4.3 UTP Alumni Web Portal Characteristic
Based on the questionnaires and analysis that had been done, general features had been
produced based on three major aspect of the alumni web portal that is portal
functionality, portal design interface and securityissue.
4.3.1 Registration
Every alumnus has to register as some of the services offered to the community are
restricted from visitors and outsiders. This registration will be stored in the database in
order to ensure that the search menu offered will be a big help for alumni member to
search for other member from the database system. To register, alumni will have to input
the related question below;
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> Name
Full name should be entered to be stored in database system. This will be use later by
administration for alumni registered listing.
> Nickname in UTP
This features is important as some of the alumni is known from their nickname better
than their real name. This will help to identify user more clearly.
> ID
Real ID should be inserted by user. This will help in the security system whereby
every ID will only be registered once. This will help to prevent outsider to pretend to
be alumni member.
> Programmed and Intake
Previous programmed and intake will help alumni to identify user more easily. This
feature will be display in the profile page.
> Location
Location should be entered as one of the option to give the latest news regarding on
their location. This is due as some of alumni may have transfer to other place and this
will help people to organize gathering and reunion.
> Email Address
Basically, email address will be used by administrator and alumni members to submit
news to user personally. This will include gathering invitation and others.
> Date of Birth, Current Status and Job
This feature is only to be display on how well they are doing. Except for the date of
birth, status will help alumni to get latest news on the user status either they are
married or still single and job will help to make connection with specialist in event.
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For the user display page, only the nickname, programmed, intake, location, status and
job will be displayed and other information from the registration is for the administrator
use only. To make the portal more interactive, user can upload their picture in the
registration process whereby this will help alumni members to remember their friends
clearly. Example for the registration form is shown below:
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Figure 4.1: Registration Form Example
4.3.2 Services
"JB
For the alumni web portal, the services offered will be functioning as the main menu for
the portal. Those services offered will help alumni to connect with each other better and
make the boundary and connection becoming easier. The services that had been identified
suitable for the alumni web portal is:
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> News from UTP
UTP should be involved with the alumni portal. This feature will improve the
relationship between the institution and the alumni community. Latest news from
UTP will help to update alumni info regarding on the UTP institutional
> News from alumni members
Alumni members can submit news on any upcoming event to be alerted in the alumni
members' news page. This will include gathering information, marriage, and loss (in
case alumni members die or involve in accident).
mi ; -Search v 7'Favorites ff^MeiSa <p ^
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Pocatello alumni get medical degrees
POCATELLO - Two alums of Pocatello High
School recently graduated from the University
of Washington Medical School.
Annie Irwin (Kiesau), Pocatello High class of
1994, is the daughter of Tim and Jody Irwin.
John Hatzenbuehler, class of 1996, is the son
of Ron and Linda Hatzenbuehler.
Irwin will move to Tucson, Ariz., with her
husband, Carter Kresau. She will complete a
medical residency in anesthesiology at the
University of Ari2ona Affiliated Hospitals,
while her husband completes a residency in
orthopedic surgery.
Hatzenbuehler and his wife, Stephanie
(Bernt), Pocatello High dass of 1996, will
move to Portlandj Maine, where he will
complete a residency in family medicine. She
will earn the master's degree in social work
at the University of New England.
Thev were both WWAMI students, a
Family Photo - These
Pocatello High graduates
recently were graduated
from the University of
Washington Medical
School. They are John
H»>1BI>hlIBhla.F anil InniD
.|S(12iterrsrer™i^Downlooo^plcturehb^://ad^ [<jji
Figure 4.2: Alumni members news page
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> Forum or Discussion Board
Forum or discussion board will help the alumni members to have a two way
communication whereby alumni can set topic to be discussed and other member can
give comment onthe topic itself. This will help toattract more user involvement from
the portal as they are not entering the portal to receive news but also to post orsubmit
their idea. This can be used in knowledge gaining and job finding other than been
offered in the link provided.
> Message Box
Message box can improve communication better between alumni to another. As
forum or discussion board only allow the two way communication to be posted
publicly, the message box is used topost message to a person individually.
4.3.3 Linkage
The portal will be link to several web sites to attract alumni to get involve to the
community and the portal itself. This linkage is being derived into several categories that
usually being use by alumni during their student life. This linkage will help the alumni
community to get a quick link to the linkage that can be access through the portal itself.
The link character is listed as follow:














Help Desk will be provided as a guideline to the alumni member. This will help to give
several descriptions regarding on the related issues in the portal operation. This will
include a guideline on :
> Login and Registration
S Why can't I log in
V Why do I need to register at all?
S I've lost my password
S I registered but cannot log in
> Posting Issues
S How do I post topic in the forum
S How do I edit or delete a post
•f Why can't I access a forum
•S How can I create poll?
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> Formatting and Topic Types
S What are smileys?
S Can I post picture?
S What are sticky topics?
*S What are locked topics?
> User Level and Groups
•S What is administrator?
•S What is moderator?
V What is user group?
> Private Messaging
S Why can't I send private message?
S I keep getting unwanted message
4.3.5 Portal Interface Design
For the portal design interface, the main software that is beingused is PHP, Macromedia
Dream Weaver and Adobe Photoshop. PHP is used to transfer the entire design page into
a useful page through PE1P coding. This will include linking a page between one to
another, button functioning and many others. Many designs had been created by using
Adobe Photoshop Software. These include design from the header, background andmenu
button for the portal. As for the Macromedia Dream Weaver, it helps to design the layout
of the portal whereby the design created from the Adobe Photoshop software is being
coordinated and being arranged by this software.
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4.3.6 Security Issues
For the safety of the alumni web portal, registrationis necessary. Student ID will play an
important role as this will prevent outsider to register as one of alumni members. The
student ID can only be register once. In case of somebody have used others ID
accidentally or in purpose, the real user can report user to the administrator of the portal
and the fraud will then be judge. For instant, the fraud user will be banned from the
portal.
As for harassment issue, any user that had been harass by another user can post report to
the administrator of the portal and a warning will be privately. If the warning doesn't
effect the harassment from being done, official warning will be announced publicly. If
the second attempt brings no effect to the harassment, the user will be grounded from the
portal. This means that the user access to a particular; service will be block and maybe
worse, been terminated.
As for the safety of the portal, it is convenient for the portal to have a back up system.
This will not only to ensure that the portal is safe but this will help to ensure that the
system will be operating everyday. In case of maintaiiiing purposes, when the main portal
was in maintenance phase, the backup will be responsible to replace the main system so
that user can still continue to surf the portal.
4.4 Differentiators
Currently, school and college-focused Web sites are mostly fun or at best information
oriented. Most Web sites target students and alumni, offering them features and
school/college content hoping to generate interest from targeted users. For UTP Alumni
web portal, it is unique for the institution because the administrators will drives the
content. Unless the Web site answers a personal need on a regular basis, users tend to surf
from one site to another just to sample the novelty.
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By offering communication and collaboration tools combined with the ability to integrate
to back-end administrative systems, UTP Alumni web portal creates the user to visit more
frequently. Based on the analysis that has been done, there are several elements that is
highly recommended to differentiate the project with anyothercurrent web portal
4.4.1 Sharable Search Database
Albert DeSimone, Jr. sited that providing a quality search service for portal visitors has
become a requirement. Having the searchentry form onthe primary homepage is of even
greater service to these visitors. However, for the UTP alumni web portal, this function
will not only allow the user to search for another user but they can also search for
inforniation and data related. In the forum side, people can post forum which include
educational and knowledge For this, they will only haye to insert the keyword and the
portal will sent all the necessary information within the forum discussionboard.
4.4.2 Ethical Policies
An official policy statement on the ethical and legal use of the Internet and the World
Wide Web, which is binding to all faculty, staff, and students, is an invaluable resource
for the webmaster team.
4*43 Two Way Communication
Based on analysis on previous work, usually alumni web portal are design to give
information and not to receive feedback. For the UTP alumni web portal, it enable user to
communicate better with each other by providing them forum column. In the other words,
the portal will not only allow information giving but will also allow7 receiving feedback
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Figure 4.3 : Example offorum page
4.4.4 Logos and Typography to Promote Visual Identity
A set of images and logos, easily accessible from the Web, encourages campus
webmasters to create a visual connection to the university. These graphical elements
can be combinedin a way suitableto the page on which they will be used.
4.4.5 Internet Relay Chat (IRC)
By usingthe Internet Relay Chat (IRC), alumni members can communicate witheach
other much better. This is because, IRC allow user to receive feedback as soon as
possible such as normal communication but its done in virtual reality environment.
This function canhelpuser to interact witheachother in more convenient way.
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5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
This chapter highlights the most significant things in relation the objectives of this
project. Later in this section, also included the recommendations for future project work.
5.1 Conclusion
As a conclusion, to develop an alumni web portal, creativity is needed and analysis have
to be made in experimenting and catching the user interest in order to ensure the portal
work effectively. Although the alumni web portal is a very common concept, this will
create a lot of opportunity for the past graduate student in order to stay in touch and to
enjoy the services that will be provided to make this common concept getting more
interesting.
To ensure the effectiveness of the alumni web portal, functionality will play the best issue
whereby research will be made to ensure that the alumni web portals is not only normal
portal but It also offers a lot more function for the user. To achieve this, analysis on
strength and weakness of the common web portal will be made.
However, the real problem will be the time constraint whereby it's really important that
the portal can be developed within the time given. Feedback from questionnaire and




For the recommendations, it's important to ensure that this web portal can attract the user
and to differentiate the portal from any other common portal. The issue is to ensure that
this web portal can be fully operating and is always been updated. By this, a webmaster
will be train to maintain the web and strategy will be planned in order to optimize the
opportunity in developing the portal.
Improving the functionality will be the best recommendation as it will help to attract
more user to get involve. A lot of research and analysis should be made to optimize the
functionality of the portal and how to attract more user to get involve. Improving the
portal in this aspect will givea lot of advantages and strength to the projectitself.
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APPENDIX 2: PROJECT QUESTIONNAIRE
All questions must be answered. Please add comments on the aspects or criteriafhat need to be improvised. Type your comments in different the space provided
(if needed).
Section A: General Question
1. Are you a/n?
a) Undergraduate b) Graduate Student
2. Have you ever used aweb portal before? (e.g.. My Yahoo
[http://my.yahoo.com/]?
a) Yes b) No c) I don't know
3. Which one ofthe features should be put inthe first priority?
a) The Functionality b) The Portal Design
4. Ifyou could name the alumni web portal, what name would you choose?
Section B : Questionnaires on the portal functionality:
1. Which ofthe following service would you like to access through your portal?
(Please checkall that apply):
i. News from UTP
ii. News from alumni members
iii. Forum or discussion board
iv. Message Box
v. Link to other pages
vi. Others (please list);
2. Which ofthe following links would you like to access through your portal?
(Pleasecheckall that apply):
i. UTP web site
ii. Sports
iii. Newspaper (eg. Berita Harian, New Straits Times, etc.)
iv. Financial (eg. Maybank, Bumiputra Commerce, etc)
v. External Career Campus (eg Job Street)
vi. Entertainment (eg. Jiwang.org)
vii. Others (please list) :
3. If UTP Alumni Web Portal offers a mix of the features listed in question 1 and 2,
would youthinkit helps you to connect with youralumni andexternal
community?
a) Yes b)No
4. From the service listed below, which one do you think is the most important
features for the Alumni Web Portal and should be considered in more detail?
i. News from UTP
ii. News from alumni members
iii. Forum or discussion board
iv. Message Box
v. Link to other pages
vi. Others (please list) :
5. If you could namethe alumni web portal, what name would you choose?
6. Wouldyou like to receive the UniversitynewsletterPortal?
a) Yes b) No
7. Wouldyou like to provide photo to yourself in your profile for the portal?
a) Yes b)No
8. Do you like your profile to be view by others so that peoplecan make contact
with you easily?
a) Yes b) No
9. Do you agreethat some information about you shouldnot be display?
a) Yes b) No





iv. Date of Birth
v. Status
vi. Job
vii. Others (please list) :
10. From the service listed below, which one do you take is the most important
features for the Alumni Web Portal and should be considered in more detail?
i. News from UTP
ii. News from alumni members
iii. Forum or discussion board
iv. Message Box
v. Link to other pages
vi. Others (please list):
11. Would you agree to write articles to be published in the portal?
a) Yes b)No
12. Do you think registration and log in process is necessary?
a) Yes b)No
13. Do you want to add anything not covered in this questionnaire?
Section C: Questionnaire on web portal design
1. How formal do you want the overall web portal design to be?
a) Less formal b) Normal c) As formal as it can be
2. How interactive do you want the overall web portal design to be?
a) Less interactive b) Normal c) As interactive as it can be
3. How do you like the overall design looks like?
a) Corporate b) Simple but interactive c) Not important to me
4. Do you think we need logo as the trademark of the alumni web portal?
a) Yes b)No
If Yes do you think UTP logo should be declared as the alumni web portal logo
officially?
a) Yes b)No
5. Where do youthinkis the bestplaceto locate the menubutton?
a) Top Left b) Top Right c) Left Side d) Right Side
6. Whatcolor do you think is the best as the background color?
a) Black b) White c) Gray d) Others (please state)
7. Do you think banner will help to make the portal more interactive?
a) Yes b) No c) Not Sure
8. Do you think interactive multimedia such asmacromedia flash should beuse to
make the portal more interactive?
a) Yes b)No c) Not Sure
9. Do you find that scroll bar will make the designless interactive?
a) Yes b)No
10. What image / picture do youthink is themost suitable to beput in the main page?
a) Graduate Student b) UTP environment c) UTP building d) Not Important
Section D: Questionnaire on user friendly help desk
1. Do you think guideline should be provided in the portal?
a) Yes b) No
If Yes, what aspect from the list given shouldbe providedwith guidelines?
(please check all that apply)
i) Login and Registration Issues
ii) User Preference and Setting
iii) Posting Issues
iv) Formatting and Topic Types
v) User Level and Issues
vi) Private Messages
vii) Others (please list)
2. Do you think rules should be set for the portal? (eg. No explicit language)
a) Yes b) No
APPENDIX 3: UTP ALUMNI WEB PORTAL EXAMPLE
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One Df the major functions of the UTP Alumni
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Check back periodically for updates!
For more information on any event callMr. Madizan PitriMokhtar at (03)
2333-5333
Board Meetings of?lie UTP Ahimni Board ofDirectors 2004-2005
November 1, Monday, at 6:00 p.m. Kenangan Meeting Room. PWTC
March 14, 2005, Monday, at 6:00 p.m. Kenangan Meeting Room, PWTC
May 16, 2005, Monday, at 6:00 p.m. Kenangan MeetingRoom, PWTC
Alumni Events 2004
The UTP Academic Department cordiallyinviteyou and your guest to join
alumni,faculty, and friends for a sports carnival award giving ceremony:
Date: October 12. 2004. Tuesday
Tone: 5:30-7:00 pm
Location: Dewan Serbaguna UTP
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